Are you protected by HMI? Hi! I’m Mimay, and I’ll tell you all about HMI.
Oh no! Jojo’s rushed to the hospital.

“I wonder what they can do?”

He’s family will be spending a lot for that.

What did you say? What’s HMI?

“HMI is a program where members collectively pool money to form a health fund for quality health program and services.”

The HMI is a health fund that I can rely on.

Now I have someone to run to for help.

I have security if ever I get sick.

“Look at Jojo. He was suddenly hospitalized and in need of money.”

How much will it cost?

Oh, the operation will be very expensive.

“It’s a good thing his family enrolled in HMI, this way they can claim benefits.”
“There are other benefits in the HMI program. The solidarity among members is strengthened.”

I’m protected from sudden expenses...

...and I get to help my fellow members.

That’s right. In fact Jojo’s family just claimed benefits because he was hospitalized.

“The community health is improved because of HMI.”

“There are health seminars...”

“...healthy lifestyles programs...”

“...and service for special health needs.”

“HMI really has benefits for everyone.”

So, come on! Become an HMI member and be protected!
Let’s hear the stories of others...

I had an operation. I had no money to pay for the doctor, the hospital and even for medicines I needed. I’m glad I am a member of HMI.

I had an eye infection and needed medical treatment. I am fortunate to be a member of HMI.

For further informations and inquiry: